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Author's response to reviews:

All the changes suggested below have been made

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Comments ? Please remove all the embedded comments from the manuscript document.

(Mbindyo, et al., submitted). ? on page 17:
Is this citation referring to the following article?
Developing a tool to measure health worker motivation in district hospitals in Kenya.

If so this article has been published and so it should be placed within the references list and cited here using a reference number.


Please ensure to update the references list and renumber the references into consecutive order of appearance when citing this article.

Reference 1 is incomplete please provide further details for this reference:

Reference 2 is incomplete and is missing a page number:

Reference 3 is incomplete and is missing a volume number:

Reference 4 is incomplete and is missing a volume number:


Reference 16 is incomplete please provide further details for this reference:


Reference 23 is incomplete, as it is missing the author names:


Tables must be formatted to fit into the portrait page layout, please do not use landscape layout. Please note that the font used in the tables can be reduced to size 9 in order to reduce the overall size of the tables.

Any tables that cannot fit into the portrait page layout must be removed from the manuscript document and uploaded as separate additional files.